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2019 LIST OF SPEAKERS AND TOPICS

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:


Dr. Roger W. Gee. Holy Family University. Philadelphia, USA. “Older methods: What we should use today”, “Corpus-based materials: You can develop them for your class!!”, “Patterns in the use of reporting verbs”.

SPEAKERS:

1. **Dr. Kathleen Jogan.** University of Arkansas. Arkansas, USA. “Inspire with Icebreakers”, “Designing Classroom Games”, “Let’s play Jeopardy!”.
2. **Maria Brown.** ELT Networker, United Arab Emirates. “Understanding and Creating Rubrics for more Reliable Assessment of classroom Language”, “The important of Asking the Right Questions when Presenting and Teaching Vocabulary”.
4. **Monica Vinueza.** Universidad Regional Amazonica IKIAM. Tena, Ecuador. “Write, no matter what! It's your right!”, “When nothing is going right, go left!”.
6. **Dr. Carmen Caceda.** Western Oregon University. “Using collocations to hone our English production”, “Crossing boundaries: The translanguaging concept in the EFL Field”.
8. **Leonor Adams.** Old Dominion University. Virginia. USA. “Human Performance Technology Principles to Improve Language Learners Performance”, “A Systematic Instructional Design Approach for Effective English Teaching”.
9. **Dr. Tina Marie Keller.** Messiah College. Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania. USA. “Designing Classroom Discussions: Socratic Seminars as a Tool”.
11. **Lukas Murphy.** Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais. Brazil. “Helping Students self-direct & goal set in language learning”.
12. **William Ortiz García.** Universidad Santo Tomás. Tunja. Colombia.”Language Learning Strategies In Use”.

16. **Denise Lowery, Marcela Raffo and Karina Garcia Fernandez**. Regional English Language Office - US Embassy. Lima, Peru. “RELO Andes Resources for ELTs and What can we do for them”.


